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Abstract. We prove existence of global solutions to a semilinear
massless Dirac system with small initialdata. We study solutions in
generalised Sobolev spaces suggested by S. Klainerman. Our
approach is based on using conservation law of charge together with
Sobolev type weighted estimates for the spinor field.Our result seems
to be sharp in a view of blowing-up results obtained by F. John (see
[7]).We also study decay properties of the spinor field.
With similar methods we prove global existence for a nonlinear
wave equation in three space dimension. The same equation was
studied by T. Sideris[14] and H. Takamura [15]. They proved global
existence for spherically symmetrical initial data. In this work we
remove this condition on the initialdata.
1. Introduction
We consider the Cauchy problem for the semilinear massless Dirac equation
in Minkovski space-time Rl+3:
9t = FU,),
(1)
＼l/(0,x)=ri(x),
where Q) = iy^d^ (with usual summation convention) is the Dirac operator,
do = dt, 8j ― dXj, 1 <j < 3, ≪/r= (＼l/l,＼l/2,5A3,^a)1 is tne spinor field and -f are the
Dirac matrices. Dirac matrices satisfy the following commutator relations:
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ff + ff = 2^v/4,
0<v, v < 3,
where (g^) = diag(―1,1,1,1) is the Minkovski metric and U is the unit 4x4
matrice.
For the nonlinearity F ― (^1,^2,-^3,-^4)' we assume F{^/) ― O(＼＼j/＼p).
Various problems in quantum mechanics can be reduced to (1) (see [2]). We
are interested for which p the Cauchy problem (1) has global solution. As an
extension of the preveous work [16] we prove that (1) has a global solution for
p > 2 providing the initial data are sufficiently small with respect to suitable
Sobolev norms. With the method we prove global existence for p > 2 we can
obtain local solution in the case p ― 2. In a view of [7] one may conjecture that
this local solution blows-up in finite time for some nonlinearities F(＼l/).If we
follow ideas of T. Sideris (see [14]), we have to require some symmetry of the
initial data r＼(spherical symmetry is not appropriate for the case of Dirac
equation). One also may conjecture that global existence of (1) when/? = 2 could
be obtained if the nonlinearity F satisfy some structural condition similar to the
well-known null condition of S. Klainerman (see Klainerman [10], Bachelot [1]).
In the case p = 2 we show that for every e > 0, there exists rj such that ＼rj＼L2= e
and ＼^{t,-)＼Litends to 00 in finite time (see Theorem 2).
We construct global solutions of (1) for p > 2 in generalized Sobolev spaces
following ideas of Klainerman (see [9], [10], [11]).
We introduce the following vector fields:
dt
d_
Jt 8j =
_d_
dxj
8
J dxj J ot
n{j
L = t
Xj
Jt
d
OXi
d
+ xi
dx＼
dxj
+ X7
i<;<3,
i<y<3,
1 <i,/<3,
_d_
3X7
+ x3
dx},
The above vector fieldsare a part of the fullconformal group in Minkovski space
time.
Since OAV does not commute with the Dirac operator we introduce Fermi
vector fields(see [1]):
Let us denote:
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^ = ^ + 2^'
0 < fi, v < 3
r = (ri,...,rn)
where ri,...Tn are d^, OAV and L.
f = (fi
where ri,...,Fn are d^, fi^vand L.
We have:
[r,-,r,-] =
fll)
4n,
[fi,tj]=cltk
1</, /<11,
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where Cy,dy are constants (see [9] and [1]) and [･,･]is the usual commutator of
vector fields.Therefore the linear span of vector fields from F forms a Lie
algebra. The same is true for f＼
If a = (oci,...,an) is a multiindex, then we set:
ra
pa
1 i
Fai1 1
■pan1 11 '
f?!1
We define the followingnorms:
liKOIf,,,,=
＼≪＼<s
Further we set
ll≪llr
)5)/≫=
SUP K0lr,5,/≫>
teR+
ii^ib.^supi^oif,^,
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K'P = {≪: 1Mb,, < ≪},
W£p = W:＼＼nt,s,P<≪>}
Remark. For simplicitywe shallomit in most of the cases the index T
(respectivelyf) from norms ||･＼＼r,s,P(respectively||･||f ).
We have the following relation between elements of f and Dirac operator:
[0A,V]=O,
[£MJ = 0,
[R,L)=R,
0<n, v<3.
Taking into account the above relation one can obtain the following form of the
conservation law of charge for Dirac equation:
Lemma 1. If i//is such that:
then for any m > 0 one has:
M0L,2^(l*(0)Ll2 +
Now we can formulate our first result:
(2)
//:
I
I^)L,2*
)
Theorem 1. (a) Suppose that p > 2 and the initialdata of (I) satisfy
^|(i + H)iai^(.)lL2<£.
H<2
then there exists eo > 0 such that for p > 2 the initial value problem (1) has a
unique global solution in X$ for 0 < s < sq, providing 5 > 0 sufficientlysmall.
(b) If p = 2 awJ r/ie/wz'fz'a/Jato satisfy(2) zTzew we Aaye:
TE >exp(c/e)- 1,
wAere re is the lifespan of the solution.
Existence of global solutions
(c) Suppose the initialdata (1) satisfy:
E K1 +1 ･l)1"1^-)!* + K1 +1 ･irVOL- +1(1 +1 ･ D'vi/COL- < c
|≪|<2
77ien(1) /sosglobal solutionwith thefollowingdecay property:
m*)＼<
where k = max(＼/2,p―3).
c
(i+,+ixi)(i + i*-i*iir
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Remark. It seems to be true that the local solution obtained in part (b)
blows-up in finite time for some special nonlinearities.
We can prove the following.
Theorem 2. Suppose the nonlinearity F in (1) has the form:
F(</0 = G(iA)yV,
where Gty) = 0(H) and G(＼j/)> t#|.
Then for every e > 0 there exists n, such that:
and the solution of {I) with initial data tjis such that ＼＼(/(t,-)＼L2tends to oo infinite
time.
Remark 1. We can take for example:
F{^) = |≪A|yV
Remark 2. If F(i^) = <yV, ≪A>e or FW = <7°y5^, ≪A>? then due to
Klainerman and Bachelot (see [10] and [1]), one may conjecture that there exists
global solution of (1) (here e is a constant vector and y5 = ―iy°yly2y3).
In this paper we shall also consider the Cauchy problem for the nonlinear
wave equation:
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utt- Am = ＼ut＼v,
(3) ii(O,*)=/(*),
ut(O,x) = g{x),
where (t,x) e [0,oo) x Rn,f,g are the initialdata and A is the Laplace operator
on Rn. In [14] T. Sideris obtained global solution of (3) in the case n = 3 for
v > 2 requiring the initialdata are spherically symmetric functions and they have
compact support. H. Takamura [15] removed the assumption on the support of
data for integer v. The case of spherically symmetrical data is in fact one
dimensional problem and classicalSobolev inequalities are well adapted to the
Cauchy problem (3).
Here in the case n ― 3 we obtain solution of (3) for v > 2 in generalised
Sobolev spaces with the same idea of the proof of Theorem 1. We have the
following.
Theorem 3. (a) Suppose n ― 3 and the initialdata of (3) satisfy.
E10 +1 ･i)|aHwoi* + E10 +1 ･i)|a|^(-)L> *≪
|≪|< 3 |a|< 2
Let Hd be the closure of Cq with respect to the seminorrn:
＼HHd = HVtt||2|2
//:
Ys = {ueHd:＼＼u＼＼Hd<3}.
then there exists £o> 0 such that for v > 2 the initial value problem (3) has a
unique global solution in Y$ for 0 < e < £o,providing 8 > 0 sufficientlysmall.
(b) Suppose the initialdata of (3) satisfy:
Y, l(i+1 ･I)"1-1*"/*-)!*+ E K1 +1 ･I)HW)I*
W<3 |a|<2
+ki +1 ･ ＼rlf{-)＼L-+ i(i +1 ･ ＼n＼9(-)＼+iv/(-)dl- < s.
Then (3) has global solution with the following decay property:
＼u(t,x)＼<
where k = max(l/2, v ―2)
c
(l + f+MXi + l'-MD*
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Remark 1. The same result holds when the nonlinearity has the form |Vw|v,
where V= (dt,Vx).
Remark 2. This result is sharp taking into account [7], where it is shown
that for v ― 2 the solution of (3) blows-up in finitetime.
Remark 3. If n = 2 one can obtain solution of (3) for v > 3 with the same
arguments of the proof of Theorem 3.
After this work was completed, the author learned that earlier K. Hidano
and K. Tsutaya obtained independently the same global existence result for the
Cauchy problem (3) (see [4]),by using similar methods.
For the general case for n we can define in the same way the spaces W^p.
For the general case for n we can obtain result just for the integer case for v.
Theorem 4. If n>4 and the initialdata (V/,#) e W}1 x Wpl'2(s > n) is
sufficientlysmall then (3) has global solutionfor v ―2,3,4,...
2. Proof of Theorem 1 ani Theorem 2
We need the following Sobolev inequalitydue to Hormander (see [5])and
Klainerman (see[111).
Lemma 2. If u(t,x) e Cq'{R+ x J?") fAew rAe following inequalitieshold:
(a) |m(?,x)|< c(l + r+|jc|)-("-1)^(l + |r- |x|＼y1/p＼u{t)＼SiP,
where s > n/p.
(b) ＼u(tr)＼L9<c(i + tr^i^p-i^Ht＼P,
where p < q < oo a≪J s > nil/p - l/q).
Proof of Theorem 1. We define a map:
For given i//we define ^ as a solution of the following linear Dirac equation:
4(0, x) = ri(x)
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Using lemma 1
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lemma 2 and
＼4>{t)＼2,2<c(e +
Jo
<c(e +
V Jo
Holder inequality,one can obtain:
l*Wv))l2,2<fr)
(^Ifxr,.)!^!^,-)^1
VH<2
< c
(e
+
|＼(1
+ r)^+1|^(r)|f)2 + (1 + t)-1/2-1/2-(*-2)|iKt)|2i2)*</t)
<c(8+mi2)
Hence:
(4) l|M^||2)2<c(£+||^||y.
Therefore, if we take s and d such that c(e + Sp) < S, then we obtain M＼jje X§,
when if/eX$.
If ＼l/,＼Lre Xx, then using lemma 1, we obtain:
|(MiA-M^)(O|u<
Jo
^|r(FW-FOA))(T,-)|L2Jr
M<1
Further, for any a such that |a| < 1 via Holder inequality, one has:
if*(Fo/o -*w)(t, -)＼L2< i^(t, oit'roA - ^)(t, -)＼L2
Using lemma 2 one obtains:
＼(Mi/j-Mik)(t)＼l2<c
('
Jo
(i + t)-'+1|oa - i)(z)＼lt2＼iK*)＼i2ld* * c$p-l＼W - Hi*
Hence, if we take S such that c8p l < c＼< 1, then for any ifj,ij/e X§ we have:
(5) ||MiA-MiA||1j2<ci||^-iA||1;2,
Further for arbitrary il/,ij/e Xa using lemma 1 one has:
Existence of global solutions
|(M≪A-M≪A)(O|2j2<c
f
I(*W -F{i)){x)＼22dx
-I'
Jo
J2 ＼(F'(ik)fy - F'(iA)fV)(T, -)＼L2dx
lal<2
Jo
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W<i,|)ff|<iy=i
where F' is the matrice with entriesdkFj, 1 < k, j < 4, and F" is the Hesse
matrice of Fj.
Using Holder inequalitywe obtain:
(6) |(F'WfaiA-F'Wf>)(T,.)|L2
= UffflCt> - f>) + (PM - F'(ijj))f>)(t,.)|L2
<＼Hr,-)＼PLZl＼t≪W-t)(r,-)＼L2
+ |f >(t, ')＼Li＼W- ≪A)(r,-)L-(I^(t, -)l£≫2+ I^(t, -)l£2)
Further we have:
(?)
+ ^'(≪A)(f^-fV)f^)(T,-)L2
^|((/7W-/5T(#))^fV)(T,-)b
+ l^(T,-)l£-2|^(T,-)L4|f'/?(^-^)(r,Ol£4
+ IiKt, -)l£2|f^ (t, -)L4|ra(!A - <A)(t,01*.
Using (6), (7) and lemma 2 one has:
(8) IW-m£)(0|2i2
< c
f(l
+ r)-^1^ - ^ll^dl^H^1 + ＼＼n£)dr
J0
lal<l,li?l<l /=1
We shallconsider two cases for p
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Case 1. Let 2 <p < 3. We shall use the following inequality which is valid
for 0 < k < 1
(9) ＼xk- yk＼< c＼x- y＼k.
Using (9) and Holder inequality we obtain:
<c|f>(T,-)L?|fV(T,-)L,l(iA-
where:
1/^f+ 1/^ +(p- 2)/6 = 1/2, i.e.q = 12/(5 -/≫).
Hence:
6 > q > 4
^■)＼Pr72
Now we are in a situation to apply lemma 2:
I((*/'WO - F;'(ijf))tyf^)(T, -)＼L1< c(l + r)-p+l＼Hr)＼l2＼(ik- iA)(r)|f-2.
Hence for any ＼Jj,＼j/e X$ one has:
iw - MtAii2i2< u - n2,2(＼＼np2a + ii^iiCi1)+cii^ - iHif,22iw&2
< c^-111^-^112,2+s^-ntf).
Therefore if c(5p-2 +<52) < c2/2, then:
(10) ||M^ - Af^||2i2< Cidl^r- tf||2i2+ ||^ - i^llG2),
where 0 < ci < 1.
We take ^0 to be the solution of the linear Dirac equation:
0^ = 0,
iA(0,x)=^(x).
We consider the usual iteration:
For e sufficientlysmall ＼J/0e X#. Hence ij/me X$ for every m. Therefore, taking
into account (5) and (10) we obtain:
(11)
Existence of global solutions
ll^m+l-^lb + ll^m+l-^llG2
< 1/2(||^ - ^-ill2,2 + Mm - *m-i＼＼Pi?),
providing c＼and C2 sufficientlysmall (i.e.d).
Inductively from (11) we get:
ll≪Am+l- ≪AJl2,2+ Um+l ~ ^mWlf ^ 2
Hence:
HtfWl - tfUl2,2^
c
7
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0 9and we conclude that ＼f/mis a Cauchy sequence in W~' . Hence ＼jtmconverges in
W?'2 to the solution of (1) providing e sufficientlysmall (i.e.the initial data)
Case 2. Let p > 3. When p > 3 one has
＼((F;'(ik)-F;w)t^r^){r,.)＼L2
<dfv(T,.)L4|f^(T,-)|M|(≪A- Mv)L-(l*(v)l£3 + l*(v)l£3)
Using the above estimate in (8) we obtain for any ＼Jj,＼JjeXs:
＼＼M^-Mn2
j2<csp-iu-nlj2.
It remains to use similar arguments like in case 1. This completes the proof of
part (a).
Proof of part (b). We denote:
Xz,r =
＼
i/j: sup ＼ifr(T)＼22<z＼
{ 0<r<T )
Application of lemma 1 and lemma 2, like in the proof of part(a) leads to:
l*≪+l(*)|2l2 ^(^ + 111(1+0 SUP l≪AmWl2,2)
V 0<T<t /
In order the iteration to be such that i/v+i e XZjT, when ＼f/me Xzj it is necessary
that the following quadratic equation has real roots:
(12) ln(l+r)-z2-z + ce = 0
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It is easy to be seen that (12) has real roots, iff:
t < exp(c/e) ―1.
If we denote by zq the smaller positive root of (12) then the iteration provides
local solution of (1) in XZyT, where:
0 < 2 < z0,
T <exp(c/e)- 1.
This completes the proof of part (b).
Proof of part (c). The proof is direct consequence of lemma 2 and
Theorem 4 of [16].
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 2. We shall choose rje L2 such that:
supptf e {x : ＼x＼< R}
Hence for solutions of (1) we have:
supp il/(t,･) <={x :|x| < t + R}
Multiplying the equation (1) with -yV an(i integrating over x we obtain:
j
＼
＼4f(t,x)＼2dx=[ G(il*(t,x)mt,x)＼2dx
alJ＼x＼<t+R J＼x＼<t+R
Taking into account the requirements for G and via Holder inequality,one
obtains:
^f
＼^{t,x)＼2dx>
f
＼ilf(t,x)＼3dx>c(t+ Ry3/2(＼ ＼+(t,x)＼2dx)
dti& J＼x＼<t+R ＼Jj?3 /
Further we set:
Hence we have that:
(13)
y(t)=
I
＼ik(t,x)＼2dx
Ji?3
/>
cy3/2
(t + Rf2'
0<y(0)=y0.
Existence of global solutions
Integrating the inequality (13) we obtain:
y(t)>
(
c
{t + R)1/2
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Hence if R < c2j>othen y(t) goes to infinityin finitetime. We can choose rje L2
such that ＼rj＼L2= £ and supp r＼c={x : ＼x＼< c2yo}. A direct computation shows
tlintwp ran ≪pt"
n(x) -a"c'
where 2 < k < 3, and:
<DeC£＼ supp#c={x: |jc|< 1}
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
3. Proof of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4
Proof of Theorem 3.
Proof of part (a). As in the proof of Theorem 1 we define a map
r,: v＼―*w
For any v we define w as a solutionof the followinglinear wave equation:
(d}-A)w=＼ut＼v
w(0,x)=f(x)
wt{0,x)= g{x)
We have the followingrelationsbetween the elements of Y and d2t―A:
[af-A,nAW] = [^-A,aj = o,
[5j-A,L] = 5f-A,
0<u, v<3.
Hence we have the following form of the classicalenergy estimate:
Lemma 3. If u(t,x)is such that:
$-A)u = F(t,x)
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thenfor any m > 0 one has:
|V≪Wlr,m,2^C
(|V≪(0)|I>
f2
+ jV(*)lr>,2^)
Using lemma 2 and lemma 3 likein the proof of Theorem 1 one can obtain:
(14) ||VLt;||2
i2£c(c+||Vt;||; i2)
Moreover for any v,v e Y$ we have
(15)
(16) ＼＼V{Lv- Lv)h2 < c2(＼＼V(v- iJ)||2|2+ ||V(i;- ^l^2)
where 0<ci<l, 0 < C2 < 1, providing 8 sufficientlysmall.
Further we take mq to be the solution of the homogeneous problem. We
consider the iteration:
um+＼ = Lum
Taking into account (14) we see that um+＼e Y#, when um e Y$ for e,S sufficiently
small. Considering (15) and (16) one obtains:
||v(≪m+i- ≪m)||2i2+ ＼＼v(um+l- um)＼＼＼;22
<
＼(＼＼nUm
~ Um-l)＼＼2,2
+ I|V(≪W" ^-i)^),
providing c＼and c2 sufficientlysmall (i.e.8).
Hence:
(17) ||VK+/?-tv>ll2,2-*0,
when m,p ―>oo.
In fact um converges to the solution of (3) because via Newton formula for
every T > 0 and te [0,T) one has:
|("m+l - ≪m)(0l22 ^ CT SUP |V(≪m+l - Um){x)＼21.
0<r<T
Therefore, from (17), for any T > 0, we see that um converges with respect to
norm:
sup |-(t)|22
o<t<t
to the solution of (3).
＼ds
Existence of global solutions
This completes the proof of part (a)
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Proof of part (b). To prove part (b) we need the followingtwo lemmas:
Lemma 4 (see [121). If f is a continuous function and r
l
＼y-*＼=t
Lemma 5. If n > 2,
f(＼y＼)dSy = 2n-
then:
r
Ja
ds
＼TWn
where b > a > 0, and c > 0.
Proof. We have that:
f
Ja
ds
<
1
Xf(k)dL
b-a
(c + a)n-＼c + b)
1
Ja
ds b-a
:= ＼x＼,then:
(c + s)2 (c + a)"-l{c + b)
This completes that proof of the lemma 5.
Using the representationformula for the solutionof the wave equation we
see that for every solutionu(t,x) of (3) we have:
u(t,x) = uo(t,x) +
1
4^
I 1
t-s
＼%-*l=/-*
＼ut(s,y)＼vdSy Jds,
where uo(t,x)is the solution of the homogeneous problem with initialdata (f,g).
We have the following estimate for the linear equation due to Pecher (see
ri21):
|≪o(*,*)| <
c
(l + r+lx|)(l + |r-|x|ir2"
Using lemma 2 and lemma 4 one
i; 1
t- s
(
<c＼＼V
=t
obtains:
Ms,y)＼vdSy
s
"lib
[Yf
c＼＼Vu＼＼l2-r-1
I
x＼=t-s
＼ds
(i+*+bir(i + is-biirv/2^
Xdk
i (i+s + 2.y(i + ＼s-＼x＼＼y/2
ds
208
It is easy to be seen that:
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＼r- t＼< s + X < r + t,
when:
*e[O,f],
Xe[＼r-t + s＼,r+ t-s]
Therefore by changing variables:
a = s + I, fi = s ―A,
one can obtain via lemma 5:
('
Jo ＼Jb-x|=r-s
V
2,2
r
1
＼ut{s,y)＼vdSy
＼ds
dp
l+a)v-1(l+j?)v/2
f+< da
c＼＼Vu＼＼v
2
da
1
f s
< cIIVmII
<C＼＼VU＼＼12T-1
se|iv≪n;2.r-' f+'-|r-"―s
(l+r+r)(l + |r-r|)-2
<
(1+* + *)(!+ |*-|*l I)
sincer + t―＼r―t＼< 2r.
Hence:
|≪(?,x)l< ~.(l + r+|x|)(l + |?-|x||)v~2
Combining thelast estimatewith lemma 2 completes the prove of part(b).This
completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Remark. One has difficultyto use the idea of proving theorem 3 for the
general space dimensions, since Sobolev inequality costslosses of derivatives.One
may try to overcome the difficultyby estimates similar to these obtained in
Georgiev [31. One also may try to use some generalised form of Strihartz
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inequality (see [8]).Another approach is this developed by Ruis and Vega (see
[13]).The idea is to estimate more refined mean values of fractional derivatives of
the solution of the equation (3).
Proof of Theorem 4.
To prove Theorem 4 we need the followinglemma:
Lemma 6. (a) If f,geC£> then the following inequality holds for m > 0
integer:
＼fd(t)＼2m,2< c(＼f(t)＼m,Jg(t)＼2m,2+ l/WU^Wkoo)-
(b) If f e Cq°and m > 0 is an integer then the following inequality holds:
l/VWk2<^l/(O/≪k2-
Proof. Obviously (b) is a direct consequence of (a). To prove (a) we should
notice that for any multiindex a such that Id <2m we have:
＼rjg(t)＼<c J2 irvXOIirVOI,
where the sum is taken over all pairs (a*,/?,-)such that a,-+/?,･= a. Obviously
|a,-1< m or |/?,-|< w. Now it remains to use Holder inequality:
＼ah＼L2< ＼a＼Laa＼b＼L2,
as many times as it is necessary in order to derive the desired estimate. This
completes the proof of lemma 6.
As in the proof of Theorem 3 we consider the map:
M : vi―>w = Mv,
where w is the solution of the linear equation:
(Sj - A)w = ＼vt＼＼
w(0,*)=/(*),
wr(O,x) = 9>(x).
For m > ≪/2 one has via lemma 2, lemma 3 and lemma 6
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(18) |Vh>W|2Mi2<c
"(
'■
(
Nickolay Tzvetkov
(|Vw(0)|2m;2
+
|Vw(O)L
2
+
[
Jo
＼Vv(r)＼
?(*)l2*,2<fr
)
2w,2|v^)Cc>)
|Vw(0)|2m
)2
+ ||Vy]]L,2f
Jo
For the converges of the
(1+T)-(≪-l)(v-D/2^
last integral we need:
n -1
2~~ (v- 1) > 1 =≫v >
w+1
n-＼
For n > 4, v = 2,3,4,... fulfilledthe inequalityv > (n + ＼)/{n- 1).
Hence we obtained:
l|VMi;||2mi2<c(e+||Vt;||L,2),
providing/ and g sufficientlysmall. Now it remains to use the same arguments
likein the proof of Theorem 3 to complete the proof of Theorem 4.
Remark. In a view of (18) one may conjecture that for v > (n + l)/(n ―1)
(3) has global solution.
Acknowledgment. The author is gratefulto Vladimir Georgiev for the
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